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“SElBERMACHEnlASSEn”

ThEy kNow whaT ThEy Do
 

This project is based on a thesis with the title “Selbermachenlas-
sen - denn sie wissen was sie tun“ (enlg.: “leave to self-making 
- they know what they do“). The thoughts behind were initiated 
by my own furious yet pleasurable creation process of a toilet roll 
holder in summer 2016. An experience that led me to question if i 
could create designs that contained such action and satisfaction 
of self-making things and sense.

My thesis explored principles of designs that engage people in 
such way that a financial or/and emotional benefit is generated 
from their own making processes. i discussed three ways this is 
achieved in a broad field of designs: Whilst iKEA creates eco-
nomical profit in the customers construction labour, technical 
and social developments led to an ongoing boom of a passion-
ate maker movement. further, products like lego have not even a 
result of particular use - except the joy self-making things within 
a system that gives the opportunity to do so. i assume there is 
more than just financial value created in self-making: The pre-
cious core is peoples personal expression and experience of their 
own action. 

in summary my consideration of principles revealed the idea of 
designing “absolute” self-making as paradox: if a design lets you 
do something, it is not your own but the designers determination.

THESiS
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The object it all 
started with.
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“The Toaster Knife”
Youtube star, Colin furze 
lives from passion and 
talent in self-making.

img.1: ikea manuals have 
to guarantee construction 
by law.

THESiS
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nonetheless i considered two ways of approaching values of self 
making as a designer: 

 ᐅ One is finding the right balance of “undesigned freedom“ 
that allows (and requires!) self-making and “predesigned 
certainty” that leads to desirable results.

 ᐅ Another approach is questioning the idea of the user as a 
“given limitation” to creating desirable results. it is con-
sidering peoples perception and ability as something that 
can be changed through the experience of interactions 
we design. A way to initiate independent self-making i 
depict as an immersive, self-driven experience of learning: 
A moment no one tells you (what) to do or learn - you cre-
ate your own task and get better at whatever you decide 
to do. improving skills becomes part of the fun and often 
shifts the target you originally aimed for. Such self driven 
learning processes could lead to independent yet desira-
ble creation which the designer of the experience did not 
intend himself.

in assumption on this statement a perspective on patterns of 
evolutionary learning processes was given: An outstanding princi-
ple of creation without any designer behind. Could we use these 
principles in the design of self-making? Their application in ma-
chine learning could be seen as digital analogy of independent 
learning processes; likewise the outcomes could be as unexpect-
ed as when we let people do things all by themselves.

img. 1: unknown potographer, “ikea fail”, 01. 04. 2016, published by S. A. Harris, (16. 12. 
2017). http://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/468059/Attempts-to-assemble-flat-pack-
furniture-result-in-DiY-disaster-in-iKEA-fail-photos.

img. 2: Colin furze, “Toaster Knive”, 07. 06. 2015, published by T. Tamblyn, (02. 01. 2017). 
http://i.huffpost.com/gen/3035994/images/o-KnifE-facebook.jpg
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THEORY

SpaghE-ToIlETTy

Before i dived into the actual research i tried to express the basic 
idea of my thesis in a speculative object.

i created a toilet roll holder that raised expectation but inevita-
bly broke when unwrapped from its pesky packaging. The bro-
ken construction left the user in frustration and revealed a note 
inside: “great! …you just broke it. now shame or shine!“, with a 
short repair manual. The construction allowed replacement of the 
broken spaghetti-construction with almost anything that has a 
elongate shape: A  branch of a tree, a pastry rolling pin, a candle 
- whatever the user finds and constructs himself.

The result was a product the user had created (or at least re-
paired) himself to make up for the useless “Spaghetti-Design“. 
The upcoming trouble of breaking motivated and enforced the 
experience of independent problem solving. The self created 
solution reflected the personal achievement in the individual look 
and restored function of the object.

i presented this design of experience in the recently popular 
format of “unpacking shows“ which present all kinds of promising 
products on digital media platforms.

fROM THEORY

TO PRACTiCE
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...but one you can 
fix and improve as 
easily!

Cable ties and spa-
ghetti: A design you 
will break easily...

More promises on 
the package than it 
can hold.
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PROJECT PROPOSAl

“i PROPOSE...”

a SySTEm To EXpErIENcE
 

i positioned this project within a certain problem space of the 
thesis i wrote: i planed to focus on the quintessence of experi-
ence designs that induce self-made creation through independ-
ent learning processes.

At the core i wanted to let people experience moments of per-
sonal joy in their own imersive course of action - get them into a 
flow of thinking by doing.
unaffected, self-making of sense required something that had 
no predetermined form or purpose yet. Something “blank“ with 
a versatile potential to make sense and use of. So i proposed 
to design an open building system that conformed to a defined 
set of requirements regarding the possibilities and experience of 
interaction.
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Slides from the pres-
entation of my first 
project proposal.
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Setting the aim as 
clearly as possible.

PROJECT PROPOSAl
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guIDElINES To TakE off

Setting such straight requirements at the beginning might seem 
like a narrow way to go. i did this consciously: They allows me to 
follow my personal course of lateral thinking and intuitive action 
without loosing track too much. My own strategy to compensate 
for the inevitable chaos that drives many creative processes.
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RESEARCH

wIDTh & DEpTh of fIElD

Through the broad view of my thesis i looked into a wide spec-
trum of fields to find inspiration and knowledge. The following 
chapter covers four areas of interest containing element that i 
wanted to adapt.

playful BuIlDINg SySTEmS

Researching on playful building systems i found a large variety 
of mechanisms and principles existing. Even though i proposed 
to create a building system, there is a key element i wanted to 
question in existing products:

 ᐅ Often the learning of what and how to build is achieved 
through a manual or a given purpose. i think this reduces 
chances of unexpected, personal or even new creations to 
occur.

 ᐅ Conventional building elements (like lego or K’nex) are 
meant to be combined as easily and various as possible: 
You could build anything with them! But would you...?

i wanted to explore if i can design constraints that motivate 
learning and creation more than manuals or completely open 
possibilities would.

WHAT iS OuT THERE?

img. 4: Photographer unknown, “Activité Kapla à l’ARWSl” (18.03.17). http://www.arwsl.be/
portfolio/activites-kapla-a-larwsl/#.
img. 5: Sikkema, Kelly, “lego World”, (07. 05. 2016). https://unsplash.com/photos/JRvxgAkzisM.
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img. 5: lego requires 
kids to  make up their 
own sense and task to 
complete. Too difficult 
for most adults.

img. 3: “The simpler 
the bricks, the harder 
the tricks” to build with 
them.
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puzzlES

Puzzles invite to play, to learn by doing and self-making solutions. 
Despite those qualities, i evaluated three common elements in 
the concept of puzzles that i want to challenge with my project:

 ᐅ Many puzzles have only one correct solution. My project 
should have as numerous and various “meaningful“ out-
comes as possible. Can i create a perception of “right” 
that takes personal opinion into account?

 ᐅ Puzzles are defined as puzzles and do not raise curiosity in 
meaning or function. Thus puzzles do require interpretation 
and independent sense-making. i want to create some-
thing as meaningless as possible.

 ᐅ They require patience and curiosity: Puzzles are only ap-
pealing to people who enjoy the kind of experience. i want 
to create already. How can i engage those people with 
less imagination and ambition?

RESEARCH

img. 5: Bifi, Andrea, “3d-printed puzzle”, (03. 01. 2016). http-//www.instructables.com/
id/3d-printed-puzzle/.
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Only one way 
to get it right.
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paTTErNS of EvoluTIoN

As stated in my thesis, i considered principles of evolutionary 
learning processes a possible way of independent learning (and 
individual making in consequence). i looked into different studies 
towards digital evolution simulation because they include certain 
elements i want to involve in my design too:

 ᐅ independent creation throught learning without a design-
ers influence.

 ᐅ various solutions for a shifting definition of the problem.

 ᐅ Temporarely and individually “satisficing“ results (Thesis pg. 
22) instead of perfect solutions.

in comparison to real evolution in digital simulation can fast 
forward the time factor, resources never run out and physical 
conditions can be changed with a mouse click. This makes things  
less realistic but easier.

Most relevant sources:
“Evolved virtual Creatures” by Carls Sims (1994). An early sim-
ulation of evolving creatures competing. The experiments and 
articles by Karl Sims showed potential of the idea long ago.

“unshackling evolution: evolving soft robots with multiple mate-
rials and a powerful generative encoding” by Cheney n. et al. at 
the creative machines lab (detailed references in bibligraphy).

RESEARCH

img. 7: Cheney nick, “Soft Robot Evolution”, (15. 01. 2016). http://www.creativemachine-
slab.com/soft-robot-evolution.html.
img 8: Sims Karl, “Evolvingvirtual Creatures”, published by Silver R., (10. 01. 2016). http://
www.tgdaily.com/web/134541-is-aggression-crucial-for-the-evolution-of-intelligence-
and-is-skynet-inevitable.
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img. 7: Karl Sims 
“Evolving virtual Crea-
tures” competing for a 
green box.
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SElf-aSSEmBlINg SySTEmS

Bricks of a building systems can not only be used as passive, raw 
material. They can also contain knowledge and function that 
reveals in or through the assembly. Depending on the properties 
of single compartments, specific patterns and rules of assembly 
evolve when certain dynamics of randomness are induced.

Most relevant sources:
A leading institution researching this field is the Self-Assembly 
lab at the Massachusetts institute of Technology. Their studies 
cover many techniques of designing an objects intention and 
potential use of this. Especially the projects “Aerial Assemblies”, 
“Autonomous Mass Assembly” were very inspiring for my own 
experiments on self assembling systems (detailed references in 
bibliography).

RESEARCH

img. 9: Tibbits, Skylar, et al., “Aerial Assembly”. (08. 02. 2017). http://www.selfassembly-
lab.net/AerialAssemblies.php.
img. 10: Tibbits, Skylar, “fluid Assembly furniture“, (08. 02. 2017). http://www.selfassem-
blylab.net/fluidAssemblyfurniture.php.
img. 11: Tibbits Skylar, Olson, Arthur and Autodesk inc.,  “Autonomous Mass-Assembly”, (09. 
02. 17). http://www.selfassemblylab.net/AutonomousMassAssembly.php
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img. 9: “Aerial Assem-
blies” at the Self-As-
sembly lab: let the 
wind do the assembly.

img. 10: “fluid assembly 
furniture” by S. Tibbits: A 
process of 7 hours. 

img. 11: “Autonomous 
Mass-Assembly” used 
on large models of 
bacteria.
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rETroSpEcTIvE rESEarch

Meanwhile i was working on this project, Jonathan Bobrow of 
the MiT media lab developed a project that turned out remarka-
bly similar to mine: A foldable system, based on tetrahedrons to 
ingnite creative ways of thinking, doing and learning (sorry for the 
spoiler). unfortunately i only noticed his work in hindsight since 
he published and kickstarted “Troxes” just three weeks before i 
finalized my own project. nonetheless, even at this stage his pro-
ject was quite important to me: it backed up the topics relevance 
and many decisions i made in my own design process.

But still, like most playful building systems mentioned so far, “Trox-
es” is aiming for maximal compatibility: Every brick fits any other 
in all directions. As i assered on the course of this project, this 
might be not enough “necessity to be the mother of invention”.

RESEARCH

img. 12, 13: Bobrow, Jonathan, “Troxes”, (19. 05. 2017). https://www.kickstarter.com/pro-
jects/1059262388/troxes-origami-building-blocks?lang=de 
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... assemble in un-
expected ways and 
without limits.

img. 12 & 13: “Troxes”. 
Triangulate shapes can 
up and...
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iDEATiOn

play lIkE chIlDrEN?

Researching and rethinking the plans proposed at the beginning 
i started to consolidate a more detailed vision to describe as the 
experience i wanted to design.
in fact many elements that seemed important to me, where typi-
cal to the sprigthly and irrespective behaviour of children discov-
ering the world in play.

“(Re)experience the way in which  you once learned“ i postulated 
in the intermediate presentation:

 ᐅ Do before you know!

 ᐅ Observe what happens.

 ᐅ Redefine your perception...

 ᐅ ...and test it in your next action.

This definition of children’s behaviour had neither scientific inten-
tion nor proof - it was only a stereotypical definition to effective-
ly describe my intent.

THE EXPERiEnCE

img. 14: illustator and name unknown, uploaded 06. 10. 16 anonymously, (26. 02. 2017). 
https://imgur.com/vdZ5Kgu.
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flying to mars in a 
cardboard box was 
never as easy as back 
then: Me and my sisters  
in 1995.

img. 14: “You are not 
doing it wrong if no 
one knows what you 
are doing” - popular 
image and recent on-
line meme.
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TETRAHEDROnS

THinK Of nEW BOXES! 

SImplE & uNfamIlIar

The first fundamental decision in designing was the choice of 
medium: The nature of the system - i wanted people to fascinate 
with. for both factual and personal reasons i defined the body of 
tetrahedrons as the essential space of problem solving.

Tetrahedrons provide a delightful synthesis of simplicity and 
complexity in both structure and function. Despite their most 
simple, uniform geometry, we are not used to deal with tetrahe-
dral angles because most man-made structures are based on 
90° angles in orthogonal coordinate systems. The properties of 
tetrahedrons are so unfamiliar to us that we are all “beginners“ 
at understanding and applying them. further, tetrahedral bod-
ies also have not much predetermined semantic meaning which 
makes them an excellent “unknown“ medium to make new sense 
of.

not knowing what you deal with is the perfect condition for the 
joy of personal hands-on discovery and independent sense
-making.

img. 15: fentress, Warren, “Sacred geometry educational entertainment system”, (14. 02. 
2017).  https://www.google.ch/patents/uS20050014112.
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img. 15: Research quickly revealed i was by far not the first one to 
think of tetrahedrons as a shape to challenge the mind: Technical 
drawing of W. fentress‘ patent “sacred geometries educational 
system” (2005) based on tetrahedral angles.
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faScINaTIoN

Among many others inventor graham Bells was intrigued with 
tetrahedrons. He mainly used them in aircraft construction: As 
the smallest platonic body they required a minimal amount of 
weighty bars to provide stability and volume. This even improved 
when combined in greater systems of the same structure.

not surprising also Buckminster fuller found passion in the geom-
etry and it‘s qualities when combined or translated.

TETRAHEDROnS

img. 16: Buckminster fuller 
& Shoji Sadao, “Megastruc-
tures”, 1960.

img. 16:  fuller, Buckminster and Sadao, Shoji “Megastructures”, (18. 02. 2017). http://
rudygodinez.tumblr.com/post/59792081107/buckminster-fuller-shoji-sadao-cities-in-
space-1960-s.
img. 17, 18, 19: Bell, graham “flying Machines of the future”, (17. 02. 2017). https://www.
carnetdevol.org/Bell/kite.html.
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img. 19: “flying Machines of 
the future” by graham Al-
exander Bell, tested in 1898.

img. 17: Bell in love with 
Marian Daisy Bell and tetra-
hedrons.

img. 18: A patent on tetra-
hedral flying constructions 
of 1904.
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pErSoNally

i came across the joyful difficulties of tetrahedral geometries at 
least twice during my studies:

 ᐅ Autumn 2013: in project “Babelbam“ i created a ham-
mer-triggered spring mechanism that self assembled in 
random ways and jumped apart into triangular pieces 
when the hammer fell.

 ᐅ Spring 2014: Because i failed at recreating a functional 
walking mechanism, i hustled something useless but fun 
the very last minute before presentation: The “Tetratrack“. 
A toy to deal with the curios angles of “Babalbam”. Just a 
3d-printed chain of equal tetrahedrons held together by a 
rubber band. (Spoiler: Only two years later i found a rather 
surprising affordance of this object - as will be described 
, it initiated central thoughts and experiments toward the 
final outcome of this project).

Both objects surprised with an addictive  “touchyness“ and very 
unexpected shapes they could turn into. This strongly inspired my 
decisions for tetrahedrons.

TETRAHEDROnS
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Project “Babelbam” i 
realised in 2013.

never thought 
this could ever 
be of any use: 
The “Tetratrack” 
i 3d-printed in 
spring 2014.
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MASTER PlAn

A MASTER PlAn...
 

...To BE rEvISED

The name of this chapter will fade in irony by the end of this 
booklet. However a “master plan”, is what i thought it was when 
working it out. A central conclusion of this documentation shall 
be that even master plans can and should be revised or refused 
sometimes.

lET IT EvolvE!

in thesis and research i was fascinated by the idea of simulating 
evolution processes. Over time i figured out a concept on how to 
put some of its principles into a building experience of humans. 
in contrast to existing simulations i intended to involve peoples 
interaction in building as an “almost random factor”: They would 
come up with various solutions that compete and improve over 
generations of players learning from experience and each
another.
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THE CASE

Exemplary user “Rudolph“ could learn and play in an 
experience as follows:

 ᐅ 1) Rudolph picks up tetrahedral bricks and starts 
putting them together without clear intention.

 ᐅ 2) After the assembly the composition starts mov-
ing (turning/stretching/shifting) single compart-
ments.

 ᐅ 3) Rudolf is surprised and delighted. He picks up 
this suggestion and tries to improve the move-
ment in a forward direction (he might need a 
finish line to come up with this intention…).

 ᐅ 4) The trial of his idea creates new insight for his 
own or others future buildings.

 ᐅ 5) iterating this process several times, Rudolph 
and others successive build-up generates ways of 
building effectively moving bodies from tetrahe-
drons the designer (me) never thought of!
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rEal vS. SImulaTED EvoluTIoN

Over weeks i worked out two different options in functionality 
and construction of involving people in an “evolutionary building 
system”.

 ᐅ Real building bricks that can be assembled in any possible 
way. They physically record and replay movements one can 
“teach“ them by demonstration. Here i looked into both a 
centralized as well an autonomous way of powering and 
controlling single bricks movement within the assembly.

 ᐅ Real bricks to build a construction which is mirrored in a 
digital simulation that only moves in a virtual environment. 
in this virtual room technical construction and physical 
restraints are much easier to deal with than in reality. This 
would also allow to “save“ and reconstruct assemblies that 
have proven to be very successful.

Whilst the first version seemed to be a challenge in construction 
the second one confronted me with rather tricky programming.

MASTER PlAn
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Writing things down helps 
clearing the mind when 
things get complicated.

“Quick’n dirty” also 
applies digitaly: A rough 
visualisation to get my 
idea across.
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ThINkINg By pEN

A very important tool for both thesis and practial realisation 
were paper note books. Writing and sketching in different places 
helped me pinning down thoughts to build on them when fanta-
sies took-off.
This was purely meant as “notes to self” and not to explain things 
to others. However as a “mirror of thoughts” i display some of the 
250 pages i filled in this documentation.

ThINkINg By haNDS

Sometimes it is hard to get started if there is neither a clear 
problem to solve, nor a given solution to find a problem for. i 
could think of more problems to solve and phenomenons to use, 
than i could test in the time given (if ever). nonetheless i just 
started building quick and dirty prototypes of ideas whilst think-
ing them through. This helped in two ways:

 ᐅ it often quickly proofed my imagination was much easier 
than reality - i got grounded and could give up my brain-
child in good conscience.

 ᐅ it raised new problems and solutions that where better 
than the ones i started off with.

This way i build a large number of prototypes that got me further 
by failing.

MASTER PlAn
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if the cardboard is 
not strong enough...

..transfer the blue-
print onto plywood.

How build i get con-
nectable bricks that 
move mechanically?
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Writing sometimes 
felt like talking to 
myself but it looked 
a lot cooler and al-
lowed to remember 
i had to give up.

MASTER PlAn
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Sometimes 2D-writing 
was not enough. i drew 
on my prototypes to 
understand the ge-
ometric limitations of 
connecting them.

The quickest (and dirt-
iest) way of getting a 
tetrahedron to move.
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MASTER PlAnMASTER PlAn
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haIl ThE faIl

The process of developing and testing possible realisation of 
my master plan was as interesting as it was fun. But despite the 
amount and quality of time i spent working out the perfect way 
to go, i did not get much closer to my actual destination. it took 
a lot of time and effort to admit to myself i failed in two critical 
ways:

 ᐅ Many of my ideas - even those which proofed to work 
- were technically very demanding. it would have taken 
all my time and skill to realise them nicely; however they 
would have remained “peanuts” to specialised engineers, 
or programmers. i wanted to focus on interaction not on 
technology.

 ᐅ i was so fascinated in simulated evolutions that i did not 
question how people would experience the outcome. 
Would they really do, play and learn as i expected? And 
more important: Would they have fun and feel like discov-
ering something new by themselves?

it was very hard to give up plans i have worked on passionately 
for so long. in retrospective it was the best thing to do. This i will 
remember.
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EXPERiEnCE DESign(ing)
 

TakE ThE fuN SErIouSly

What was i doing? My course of action was pragmatic, full of 
interesting insights and fun. But it did not get me to a realistic 
result.

looking back i realised: This course of action i took would not get 
me to the experience i was looking for. But the joy i had going 
this way, was exactly the feeling i wanted to create for others!
To create delightful moments in playing with tetrahedrons i had 
to enjoy discovering and give up preconceptions myself - just as i 
wanted people to do it.

This approach allowed me to research very personal experiences 
of joyful self-making (at the expense of objectivity - it was only 
possible towards my own perception of joy). Some of them - such 
as the passion in perfect geometries - i adapted to other people 
too and influenced my final design.

DESign PROCESS
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ThE rulES

To set the new strategy clear to myself and others, i tried to de-
fine three simple and punchy guidelines to remember:

PlAY liKE A CHilD!

My aim is to enjoy playing - finding a way to design it for others 
is secondary at this stage.

EXPERiEnCE, DOn‘T EXPECT

Do things before you decide how, why, and what for exactly. 
Keep a “blank mind” until you observed, tested and made sense 
of whatever you do. But make sure you DO.

lET THE SOluTiOn CREATE A PROBlEM

Dive into an immersive process where your own perception of the 
moment exceeds the rational perspective. A playing child can 
see a wooden spoon as a magic wand. i need to do so to.

These principles are not very different from what i did in the 
process so far (and in many other creative processes before). 
However, defining them consciously gave me more control and 
insights about my intuitive design process.
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ThE flow

from this point on my course of action got into a dynamic flow  
of intuitive doing and reacting on observation without expecta-
tion. To describe it i will -from here on - focus on a thread along 
crucial  events that had an impact on my final creation. Since 
this path is pretty complex already i will blurr out other lines i 
have followed meanwhile.

DESign PROCESSDESign PROCESS
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image: letting things happen became part of the 
strategy - as also visible in my sketchbooks.
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TETRATRACK

pIck IT up

if actions lead to questions and questions provoke action, it does 
not matter where you begin.

i started off my new strategy with picking up and playfully redis-
covering what i had built so far. Among tetrahedrons of all kind, 
the “Tetratrack” i made long before this project (see research) 
was the most fun to play with.

Trying to put elements of a puzzle to it i drew white lines along 
the sides. Most people intuitively tried to turn bricks so that the 
line did not break and thereby recovered “hidden figures” i pre-
composed.

BACK TO PlAY
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So simple but 
somehow fun to 
fidget around with.

fun and interest-
ing to twist in your 
hands - the only 
thing it originally 
was meant to be.
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A PERfECT CiRClE?
 

Error: ThE raDIuS of a proToN

Playing with the “Tetratrack” triggered thoughts that entraped 
me with theoretical research again. There was more to it than i 
thought.

Can a chain of tetrahedrons build a circle that closes perfectly?
This mathematical question1 was raised by Steinhaus in 1958. Two 
years later S. Swierczkowski2 announced: no. But admitted limi-
tations to his theory (see citation next page).

Over 50 years later the story continued: Stan Wagon3 started to 
challenge the theory with the help a digitally connected commu-
nity. in collaboration with others he managed to get the error of 
the equality down to the radius of a proton.

Meanwhile designer Brian Hayes picked up the challenge through 
playing with “geomag“ toys and finally contributed by 3d-printed 
models of Wagons calculations.

1Steinhaus, H.  “Problème 175”, Coll. Math. 4 (1956–1957), p. 243.
2S. Swierczkowski, looking Astern, unpublished memoir p. 191:15. 
3 Elgersma, Michael and Wagon, Stan “The Quadrahelix: A nearly Perfect loop of Tetrahe-
dra”, 52 B10 (Primary) 51 n20, 11 J25 (Secondary) nov. 6, 2016.
img. 20: Wagon, Stan, “A tetrahedral chain challenge“, (20. 03. 2017). http://community.
wolfram.com/groups/-/m/t/143090.

CiRClE?
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is there any number of bricks that would close the gap? Possibly 
yes, said r S. Swierczkowski 1960 unless he proofed the opposite. 
illustration of the problem by Stan Wagon.

“[...]it still may happen that all ob-
servations and measurements in-

dicate that these two pyramids do 
have a sidewall in common.

This would not contradict the mathe-
matical result; it would only illustrate 
the obvious fact that no measure-

ment is 100% accurate.
So, a new problem is born...”

     S. Swierczkowski
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HEliX

TETRAHEliX

gET IT STraIghT

Reseraching the mathematical background of tetrahedral chains 
i picked up the shape of a perfectly straight chain of tetrahe-
drons. The“tetrahelix” is often found in biological structures such 
as  protein chains.

hElIX challENgE

instead of letting people search for predefined arrangements 
(white line) i now challenged them with symmetry. Assembling a 
perfect tetrahelix from a 13-bricks chain took most people about 
4-6 minutes and raised a lot of ambition. And satisfaction when 
achieved. Personally i got better and better at it but i still had to 
focus a lot and build up brick by brick. it was almost impossible 
to set one angle right without adjusting all the others in the line.

img. 21: Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics,  “global Helical Symmetry 
“ of acetic acid, (02. 04. 2017).  http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/pv/pv.do?pdbid=1CAg&bio-
number=1.
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The Tetratrack in per-
fect tetrahelix arrange-
ment.

img. 21: global Helical Sym-
metry  of acetic acid, (C2 
H4 O2) generated by the 
Research Collaboratory for 
Structural Bioinformatics.
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PROPERTiES EvOlvE

THROugH COnDiTiOnS

hElIX ThaT rollS...

Taking tetrahelixes to further play i realised they were rolling 
surprisingly well on flat ground. Research quickly proofed what i 
thought: An irrational set-off angle between tetrahedrons add up 
to a perfectly round profile.

roll ThaT hElIX!

Still having evolutionary thoughts in the back of my head, i invert-
ed this finding above into a theory of self assembly:
if a tetrahelixes do well in rolling conditions, rolling dynamics 
should evolve helix arrangement in reverse.

i quickly put this thesis to test and could proof that rolling the 
chain between flat surfaces forced a tetrahelix. Sometimes this 
worked even quicker than (untrained) humans could do
by intention.

SElf-ARRAngEMEnT
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A perfect circle in pro-
file - rolls and can be 
rolleed
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fREE ASSEMBlY?

looSE ThE chaINS!

Based on my own findings and those of others (see research) i 
derived another thesis from the observed self arranging property 
of the Tetratrack:

in a “rolling condition” loose bricks that randomly connect with 
each another and fall off through impact would assemble to a 
tetrahelix too. for the same reason as the bound chain of tetra-
hedrons does: As long as it is in any other assembly than a per-
fect helix, bricks will stand out and be knocked off when rolling 
until they connect at the right link.

With no final intention what to make out of this theory in case it 
worked, i decided to put it to trial anyway.

SElf-ASSEMBlY
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Without the connecting 
rubber band,the tetratrack 
is nothing but loose bricks.

A quick small-scale model 
of what i had in mind.
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BuilDing BRiCKS

a maTTEr of magNETS

There are different technical and conceptual ways of building 
bricks that temporarely attache and fall of at a certain thresh-
old of force: velcro, lego, locking mechanisms, sticky liquids and 
many other thing could provide this quality. Some of them attach 
to anything, some only to each another and most have positive 
and negative sides that reject equals.
like many others on this field of experiments i went with mag-
nets, because they do not (significantly) wear off their attraction 
polarity gives more options on determining assembly. Arranging 
positive and negative poles on each brick will affect the assem-
bly as a whole. furthermore they have something very appealing 
when put together: You can feel their intention and get a con-
firming “snap!” when they are supposed to connect.

However, attachment is not the only thing to be considered. 
Bricks also had to remain in the angle they where put together. in 
addition to magnets i sometimes to locked rotation mechanically 
through wholes and knops that fit in in only three directions.

COnSTRuCTiOn
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Tatrahedrons i could 
attach magnetically...

...and open to rear-
range the magnets.
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wrap IT up!

When constructing and building i kept being very pragmatic at 
putting thoughts to action. But in contrast to my action on the 
“master plan” i now stayed free from fixed intention: i allowed 
myself to spontanously try out ad-hoc ideas that rose from prob-
lems they did not even solve. Since i was searching experiences 
of joy, it being interesting or just fun was reason enough to do.

The most essential of these trials occured when i built magnetic 
cardboard-prototypes for self assembly: To prevent the sharp 
edges from destruction in the assembly, i tried to wrap them with 
tape. not being a fan of laborious work, i wondered if there was 
any way to fully cover all sides and edges of a tetrahedron with-
out cutting the tape into four triangles.

Doing before thinking i just started wrapping from a random 
corner on. To me this was very exciting: Each side i managed 
to cover, felt like a milestone - the moment when i crossed an 
area double like a wall i ran into. After two “walls” and restarts i 
crossed the finishing line: i managed to wrap a tetrahedron with 
a single, straight strip of tape!

This might not seem as exciting to the reader as it was to me. 
Thus it is a good example of immersion into a world of self-made 
sense and relevance based on my own action at that moment.

 

COnSTRuCTiOn
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Wrapping 8 split sides of the tetrahedron.
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from 2-D To 3-D

in the whole process of development i based construction on 
flat surfaces that folded up and interlocked to tetrahedrons. 
This way i could quickly test ideas with hand-cut cardboard and 
directly transfer successful blueprints to lasercut MDf and ply-
wood. Although it was quite tricky taking all the uneven angles 
into account when calculating the offset of material thickness, 
this was an efficient and effective way to go: it was faster but 
also demanding more consideration toward construction than 
3D-printing. This helped keeping a constant flow of thoughts, 
trial, error and recreation.

COnSTRuCTiOn
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interlocking pieces i 
could stick together 
with the magnets.

lasercutting MDf.
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WHAT YOu DO WiTH iT

hElIX By haND

it was not part of the concept but an obvious reaction: Always 
before i could test any self-assembling qualities of the bricks i 
had built, me (and people around me) started playing with them 
by hand.

interestingly, with loose bricks challenging people with the con-
struction of a tetrahelix (see “Helix Challenge”) was not fun any-
more: Without the restriction of an interlinking chain the difficulty 
of unfamiliar rotation angles fell away. The problem was so small, 
its solution became almost obsolete and meaningless.

HuMAn inTEnD
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if anything is pos-
sible, everything is 
meaningless.
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HuMAn inTEnD
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Tower. Most people 
start building towers.
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lIkE lEgo?

Observing the play with loose tetrahedrons, one could assemble 
in any possible way, confirmed an assumption i during my re-
search (see “Building Systems”):

The fact one could make anything of a medium does not nec-
essarily raise his intention to do so. Such medium is not creating 
new things and sense, it is only allowing to realise them.

in this regard lego and my similar principle of free building tet-
rahedrons only let those experience the joy of self-making who 
are able to do so anyway. like children (therefore lego could be 
seen as “too difficult” for most adults).

BuIlDINg wITh TETrahEDroNS

Trying to draw conclusion from the suspected downsides of bricks 
for human intended assembly, i realised that my process of build-
ing the tetrahedrons themselves was actually more interesting 
than building with them once they where complete. Something to 
keep in mind...

HuMAn inTEnD
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At some point the 
weight gets too big 
and the bricks fall 
apart.

Building with open 
bricks gives you 
twice as many 
pieces but only half 
as many sides to 
connect.
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SElf ASSEMBling

TETRAHEliX

ThE rIghT raNDomNESS

in order to test if the built magnetic tetrahedrons would self-as-
semble in a specific way, i had to create a “randomiser” provid-
ing dynamics that rotated around a central axis.
To see how things are happening i constructed a tube of plexi-
glass to put the bricks inside.
first i just pushed the tube with a broom through the atelier, then 
i spun it on skateboard wheels before i let it roll down a lorry 
ramp. not much happened - the bricks where gliding along the 
plexi-glass surface, neither turning nor reassembling. i helped this 
by adding rubberbands to the tubes surface to give it a grip on 
its content.
Another variable of randomness to set was the speed and con-
sistency of rotation. i started controlling and observing with a 
setup to spin the tube with an electric drill.

OBJECTS inTEnD 
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Controlling the 
variable of rotation 
speed.

With the help of 
gravity: Rotating the 
“randomizer”.
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fragIlE crEaTurES

The thesis, loose magnetic bricks in rotating randomness would 
assemble into a tetrahelix, was hard to proof with certainty. My 
observation suggested there were many tendencies towards this. 
However in none of the experiments conducted tetrahelixes re-
mained in an assembly of more than 5 bricks. Trying out different 
types of brick-construction, led me to the following assumptions:

 ᐅ if magnets and angle-locking mechanisms were too weak, 
the tetrahelix’ weight tears it apart soon as it exceeds 5-6 
bricks.

 ᐅ if connections were too strong, the bricks tend to cluster 
up into asymmetric chunks that do not break apart any-
more.

under constantly high speed, bricks often formed flat, wheels of 
5-6 pieces that rolled vertically. Stopping rotation caused them 
to tip to the side and break apart when rotating again.

OBJECTS inTEnD 
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Assemblies like this 
one quickly broke 
apart.

inverse: Roll the 
underground on 
the object.
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STaBIlE “woBBlErS”

To test “long term effects” i started spinning the tube with tet-
rahedrons for periods of 5 and more minutes non-stop. To my 
surprise a new arrangement of assembly seemed to occur and 
remain remarkably often: Two “wheels” (as described) joined in 
an angle of 90° (eye measurement). This way they could not tilt 
over anymore when stopped. Together they built the side profile 
of a cross, but always tilted half of the original wheel along the 
rotation axis. This allowed them to roll without hitting corners and 
made them resistant towards further rotative dynamics.

OBJECTS inTEnD 
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A very resistant and 
well-rolling assem-
bly. for the sake of 
simplicity i called 
them “Wobblers”.
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REflECT & REDiRECT

Two SySTEmS of aSSEmBly

After jumping into an immersive flow of creation i stepped back 
to overview the situation from a distance. What was this all 
about?

i went off to discover the joy of building with tetrahedrons and 
explored two opposite principles of systems: Bricks that worked 
like tools for realising human intent and building compartments 
with a designed intent for assembly. The first was expecting too 
much from people, the second would not allow them to complete 
what was made by others.

As discussed in my thesis, many designs of self-making tend 
to become hybrids: They combine designed elements with the 
right amount of blank space for the users own creation. The two 
extremes i had explored practically could be projected onto the 
cases discussed in the thesis:

Systems like lego demand a high amount of human intend: 
Everything is possible but requires creativity but does not nec-
essarily initiate it. in contrast, iKEA has to guarantee (by law) 
a perfect assembly of compartments under certain conditions. 
Therefore the manual gives as little options for self-making as a 
self-assembling systems.

REflECT & REDiRECT
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Human-intended 
assembly.

Object-intended 
assembly.
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“HEuREKAEDROn!”

Thinking of personal highlight within the whole process i remem-
bered the moment i managed to perfectly wrap a tetrahedron in 
a strip of tape. Being very honest: THiS was really great.
Was there any way i could invert the path to such joyful discovery, 
just like i did with the rolling of tetrahelixes?

uNwrap - aN IDEa!

So far i described all influences towards my final concept - the 
moment of the ideas ignition however remains mysterious (even 
to my own perception). in context of all research, experiments, 
the present situation and the way i got into it, it just seemed like 
the most obvious thing to do at this point.

WAY TO gO
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1) i tore off the tape from the cardboard tetrahedron:
The prototye’s sides and corners left marks on the tape.

2) i traced the geometry of this “unfolded blueprint” and cut the 
shapes out of cardboard.

3) i stuck the cardboard segments back onto an identical strip of 
tape in exactly the same arrangement.

The result was a strip of tape with hard surfaces and corners that 
potentially folded up to a closed tetrahedron.

unwraping the tape 
to tracing the geom-
etry.
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gIvE IT INTENTIoN!

Knowing the object and its affordance i could now turn the flat 
strip with carboard  shapes on it into a tetrahedron. But as quick-
ly turned out, no one else managed to follow my steps.

So i backtracked my traces of my own action again: i added 
magnets to help holding sides together and reduce the chance 
of “wrong” assembly by 50% (equals reject).

ThIS wooD Do IT

As before i chose to quickly transfer my cardboard blueprints to 
lasercut pylwood (MDf i considered as too heavy and they took 
longer to cut). Plywood plates made the tape strip thicker and al-
lowed putting magnets inside. They also improved how the edges 
stuck together along the narrow sides.

i arranged the compartements in a certain distance to each 
another and put tape on the wooden plate before i cut it. After 
wards i took off the tape and all cutout elements remained stuck 
onto it in perfect arrangement.

WAY TO gO
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How arranged the 
magnets of the first 
prototypes.

Before i put the sec-
ond layer of tape on 
the top-side of the 
construction.
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ORiEnTATiOn

TWO DiMEnSiOnS

Of PlAY

a lITTlE DElIghT

With magnets a well balanced solution seemed to be found: 
first-time users usually spent about 1-3 minutes to figure out how 
to folt a tetrahedron of the strip. in addition they reacted to the 
magnets by figuring out this object had a certain affordance 
they had not found yet. it forced them to trial without clear inten-
tion. Once the tetrahedorn suddenly closed with a snap, a grin 
on many faces said they enjoyed their achievement this (provok-
ing a smile on my face in consequence). Most users also under-
stood that “This was it” and they had found the solution - the 
perfect symmetry and the “clap” when closing the last gap where 
confirming their action. nonetheless they kept on playing and 
many of them had a second moment of delightful discovery when 
they found out they could fold the whole structure inside out.
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The little moment of joy 
i was trying to bring

ORiEnTATiOn
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The ongoing fun i 
was hoping for.
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ThE morE ThE mErrIEr?

So far i have created a single object that provided a little joy in 
little time. What happens if i combine many of those to a bigger 
system?
To my surprise this worked in the best way i could imagine:
The number of possible “stable”, “symmetrical” or (anyhow “right”) 
configurations seemed to grow exponentially with every building 
element i added to the assembly. However, this quickly caused 
chaos: with more than 6 stips usually  lost controll and overview 
of the construction.

Another thing i quickly found out about the system: Everything 
you could build out of a smaller number of bricks, you could repli-
cate on big scale with a larger number of compertements. 

ORiEnTATiOn
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intermediate 
prototypes.
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uSEr TESTINg 

To me it was alway great fun observing how people reacted to the 
prototypes. Therefore i always kept at least one of them on me 
and gave it to anyone on every possible occasion (never it was so 
easy to explain what i study).

Most reactions were positive, some overwhelming: People wanted 
to keep the prototype, one even offered to buy it. nonetheless 
there is some downsides i detected:

 ᐅ Due to plywoods thickness the gap between wood plates 
needed to perfectly fit the offset of the tetrahedral angles. 
Otherwise solids folded up sideways or not at all

 ᐅ The stripes tended to stick together flat-to-flat or fold-
ed up, building to compact blocks one could barely open 
again.

 ᐅ They need to be even more resistant to the physical impact 
of play than i thought.

ORiEnTATiOn
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not all prototypes came back 
from user testing. One re-
mained stuck on a metal wall 
far out of reach.
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ThE logIc BEhIND

Trying to solve the problems i found evaluation, i started rearrang-
ing the order of magnets. Thereby i found a solution that still al-
lowed single bricks to form tetrahedrons but to some degree pre-
vented compartments from folding up and clustering into blocks.
Testing this arrangement, i realised it changed the logic of the 
whole system in a very interesting way: Two pieces could still be 
connected (with perfect alignment) but only one out of four possi-
ble orientations worked. Two of them looked exactly the same. This 
was game-changing in two ways:

 ᐅ it made building by plan much harder. not anything could 
be constructed which made it more interesting and chal-
lenging to find out what was possible. Therefore assemblies 
that “worked” (stable/closed/even) often turned out very 
symmetric. They looked “right” without definition - there is 
more “solutions” than a single person can find.

 ᐅ Since the magnetic arrangement was asymmetric but invis-
ible, players where often forced search the right orientation 
by trial and error. This was an important element of concept 
and design to the experience. furthermore it conformed the 
rules i had set up for myself: “do before you know”, “Don’t 
expect...”, “let the solution shift the problem”. This seemed 
right.

Although it did not fully prevent the original problem, the new 
magnet arrangement specified two crucial principles of the inter-
action. As i added two more magnets to the construction later on, 
i followed the logic i had defined at this point.

ORiEnTATiOn
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finAl COnCEPT

REfinE & SHARPEn

mEaNINg-lESS

Since sometimes there was little aimed intention (by strategy) in 
my process of creation, i often had to look back and get a clear 
mind on the course and result of my action. Observing how people 
played and what they thought of the building system helped a lot 
specifying what i had built here myself.

The question “what is it for?” remained a tricky one: Any indication 
of use and sense would give preconception and thereby loose 
potential for self-made sense. i dealt with this contradiction by 
making it  part of the concept: in terms of obvious use and sense 
the system should seeks to appear as blank and empty as possible. 
if things were not awfully hard to describe otherwise, i would have 
prefered not even calling it a “building system”.
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Througout the whole 
project i handwrote 
and scetched about 
over  200 pages.
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NamE aN aNoNymouS

i took the idea of meaninglessness further the naming of the pro-
ject. for the following reasons i chose “Tambas-Char” to be the 
title:

Except the 6‘000 people speaking Rumantsch vallader no one 
knows “Tambas-Char” means “creative tinkering and handcraft-
ing” in this idiom of the language. unlike many of my friends i do 
not even speak it myself. listening to them, i enjoyed making up 
the meaning of words i heard by myself. There i saw an inspiring 
analogy to my concept: not having or knowing things is the ideal 
condition (or even requirement) for self-making them. So even 
though there is a specific meaning behind, “Tambas-Char” remains 
blank for self-made sense to anyone (except my friends). Best 
case people would learn the expressions meaning without words 
- just through experiencing the prototype and making their own 
sense of what they are doing.

https://www.srf.ch/radio-srf-3/highlights/allegra-rumantschs/
facts-figures-zur-romanischen-sprache

finAl COnCEPT
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PERfECTiOn

QuaNTITy & QualITy

in development i mainly just used material that was available and 
“satisficing” to build my prototypes. This often raised new prob-
lems but - as mentioned - those were part of my strategy. Remem-
ber: i would have never got to my final concept if the “gaffa Tape” 
i wrapped my first prototype with was wide enough to cover full 
sides of the cardboard-tetrahedron.

But for my final prototype i decided to go one step further than a 
functional protoype: i wanted an ideal prototypes. Playing with it 
was saying more than a film, thesis and documentation could ever 
describe - the experience of the object needed to be the highlight 
of the project.

However to a certain degree the experience of playing was more 
dependent on quantity of building elements than on their quality. 
Thus it was important to keep construction quick, affordable and 
suitable for mass production.

fROM QuiCK & DiRTY

TO SliCK & WORTHY
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Materia thickness 
is a critical point to 
consider (i found out 
with this prototype).
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coNSTaNT ImprovEmENT

Even though i had built over 30 prototypes of Tambas-Char so 
far none of them looked the same. There were several elements i 
constantly improved:

 ᐅ Closing the tape: To make the construction resistant to the 
impacts of play, the surface could not have any gaps or 
overlappings of tape that could open. i moved the seam 
from the center, to the edges and finally to the side of he 
built-in plates.

 ᐅ Edge distance: As mentioned before, the distance right 
between the solids is crucial. Anyway i had to adapt the 
result of my calculations to reality by trial and error.

 ᐅ Magnet force: To save time and money testing different 
magnets, i adjusted their force by moving their position 
towards each another. They had to be stable enough to 
build but not too hard to be taken apart.

 ᐅ Corners: The most tricky thing, was sealing the corners 
of the (potential) tetrahedron, since bending caused an 
offset of the inner and outer tape. i tried pressing, glueing, 
cutting and melting. The best solution was cutting them to 
the right angle and folding them in.

PERfECTiOn
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A large number of 
prototypes i de-
stroyed to recyle 
the magnets in new 
ideas.
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finAl PROTOTYPE

maTErIal worlD

Most important to me was the materials touch, sound and 
durability. further it had to be available, affordable in sufficient 
amounts and easy to be implemented in the production process 
developed so far. The following options i tested in both con-
struction and play:

gaffa tape:

+ Worked perfectly throughout the process.

- Too narrow - to make as little seams possible.

vinyl foil:

+ is cheap and available in large format

- looks and feels cheap in any format

- Too thin to cover the structure of wood and magnets

- Rips apart when swinging around forcefully

Book binding leash:

+ very nice look and feel
- not hard enough on corners - they loose the snapping sound
- neither flexible nor durable enough for impulsive playing
- not self adhesive

finAl PROTOTYPE
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Tent-repairing textiles:

+ Resistant
+ Textile touch
- Too expensive

Chalkboard textile:

+ Surface to paint and write on.
+ nice, rough touch but got sticky when no chalk on it
- Hard to bend over edges
- impossible to seal with itself
- Became and stayed very smelly when lasercut

Chalkboard foil:

+ Surface to paint and write on
+ Slick touch but texture with grip.
+ very nice sound when clapping
- So thin the structure of wood and magnets beneath was visible
- not resistant enough towards repetitive movements

velcro foil

+ Smooth and elegant look that smoothened bumps.
+ Easy to work with: melt- and foldable.
+ Resistant
+ 95% of users loved the material
- However two people described it as so unpleasant, they could 
barely touch it. What a pity but i had to take this serious.
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Every second posi-
tion fits both sides.

is and looks cheap:
vinyl foil.

The original:gaffa 
tape was my first 
choice.

PERfECTiOn
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not strong enough: 
Book-binders leash.

velours: Elegant but 
“untouchable” to 
some people.
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SElf-maDE SoluTIoNS

As i run out of options for material i started experimenting with 
what i had found so far: i sanded, varnished, melted, glued and 
even burned surfaces in order to improve their quality for produc-
tion and play.

The final solution was combining two foils of complementary 
quality: The velour foil provided strength, weight and fleeciness 
underneath whilst chalkboard foil on to made it rewritable, easy 
to clean, sealable and pleasant for everyone to touch.

With heated air i slightly melted materials before i pressed edges  
into shape with a lasercut form and a wood hammer. Holding a 
hot metal bar close, the magnets pulled the prototype towards  
and thereby sealed the overlapping foil on the narrow sides.

using three different blueprints for wood, top and bottom layer i 
covered the edges only with thin chalkboard foil to give snapping 
compartments a conspicuous sound.

PERfECTiOn
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finding and making 
the perfect material 
myself was a joy.

Working with hot glue, 
magnets and glowing 
metalbars took my full 
concentration and was 
sometimes painful.
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maSS proDucTIoN

With every prototype i built, i took production time and resources 
into account: Every brick had to be produced identically, in little 
time and without waist of mental or physical resources.

This challenge often draged me into further thinking
about construction and new solutions (of which sometimes i did 
not even see the problem beforehand). Often i ended up with 
very complex constructions which i could simply once i had prov-
en the concept.

PERfECTiOn
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Systematic building 
system building...

no worries, the 
material inbetween 
the cutouts wont be 
waisted.

Chalkboard foil, the 
third layer to lasercut.
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A SElfMADE

THing & SEnSE

ThE rESulT

At the very beginning of this project i set myself specific require-
ments for the system that i planed to build and how it is experi-
enced (see project proposal: “The system should...” / “The audi-
ence/should...”).

looking back at presentation slides and notes was a delightful 
surprise: Despite the rather impuslive, jumpy and chaotic course 
of action i took, Tambas-Char seemed to meet all targets set. 
This was remarkable in context a of design process that specifi-
cally involved “loosing track” in many regards. i think it highlights 
the importance of those moments i was looking back, reflecting 
my action and redirecting it.

further i defined certain aims towards the project as a whole 
(“my project should...”). As most important i considered the last 
statement that i put on this list; and even though the answer 
is not certain at the time i write this i can already say that i 
achieved 50% of it for sure!

OuTCOME
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Several protoypes on the magnet-
ic “docking station” i built for the 
exhibition.
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ThE EXpErIENcE

looking back i am happy to call this one of the most intense, 
exciting and pleasurable experiences i have ever had designing 
as a professional. it is hard and maybe unprecise to analyse this, 
but there is ceraitnly many valuable lessons and memories i want 
to take on to my future doing.
in many regards it has been a constant balancing of inner and 
outer intentions: Being confident enough to realise your own vi-
sion without ignoring what others say, following your guts without 
shutting your eyes, take off in fantasy and get groundet by real-
ity. i would not say i did this for the first time. But the conscious-
ness, joy and intensity i did it with had enormous impact on the 
development of both product and process of my own design.

OuTCOME
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Sometimes i neither i fully controlled nor fully understood what hap-
pened. But i fully enjoyed. Just as like this image happened.
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